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OTTAWA ONLINE 
ENG 45123 – Seminar in British Literature 

 
Course Description 
Analyzes major British Literature with emphasis on genre, period or author, to gain 
understanding of the critical approaches necessary for a thorough investigation of 
literature.  
This is a fully online, eight-week course.  We will not meet face-to-face at any time. 

Course Prerequisites 
None  

Course Objectives 
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to: 
 

1. Compare and contrast Old English, Middle English, Early Modern English and 
Modern English and recognize the historical events which caused these changes 
in language. 

2. Distinguish features of the Anglo Saxon period, the Middle Ages, the 
Renaissance, the Enlightenment, the Romantic Era, the Victorian Era and the 
20th Century.  

3. Analyze literary pieces which typify each period of British literature. 
4. Define and apply the vocabulary of literary analysis to their study of literature. 

Terms include but are not limited to the following: frame story, epic poetry, 
sonnet forms, allusion, apostrophe, narrator reliability, assonance, alliteration, 
metaphor, simile, personification, mock epic, irony, satire, rhyme scheme, meter, 
and theatre of the absurd. 

5. Evaluate literature from both a personal and a formal critical perspective. 
6. Compare and contrast works of literature from the past to modern works and to 

each other. 
7. Appraise the use of specified techniques in literature such as the frame story, 

allusion, satire, narrator reliability, and absurdity. 
 

Required Text 
Damrosch, D., Dettmar, K.J.H., Baswell, C., Carroll, C., Hadfield, A.D., Henderson, H., 

Wolfson, S.J. (2010). The Longman anthology of British literature, 1A, 1B, 1C, 
(4th ed.). White Plains, NY: Longman. 

ISBN: 9780205693337 
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Additional Materials 

Mary Shelly’s Frankenstein – This book is readily available at your local library, 
bookstore, or quite inexpensively from Amazon (www.amazon.com). You will need 
access to this book by the beginning of Week 5. 

Harold Pinter’s The Homecoming – This is readily available at your local library, 
bookstore, or reasonably priced from Amazon. You will need access to it by the 
beginning of Week 8. 

Course Assignment Descriptions 
You will have several opportunities to demonstrate your knowledge and understanding of 
the principles taught in this course. The primary means of evaluating your work will be 
through practical application of the material. In the event that you have difficulty 
completing any of the assignments for this course, please contact your instructor 
immediately. Please refer to the Course Materials section of the cyberclassroom for 
complete details regarding the activities and assignments for this course. The following 
is merely a summary. 
 
Discussion contributions (160 points)  
(three to six postings per week @ 20 points per week) 

Initial Substantive Posts: Submit an initial response to each of the prompts 
provided each week by your instructor. Your initial post should be substantive 
(approximately ½ of a page in length) and must be posted by midnight, Central Time 
by Wednesday of each week. In your substantive post you are encouraged to use 
references (you may use your textbook); show evidence of critical thinking as it 
applies to the concepts or prompt and/or use examples of the application of the 
concepts to work and life.  Proper punctuation, grammar and correct spelling are 
expected. Please use the spell-check function.  
Required Replies: You must reply to at least two different peers per prompt.  Your 
replies should build on the concept discussed, offer a question to consider, or add a 
differing perspective, etc. Rather than responding with, "Good post," explain why the 
post is "good" (why it is important, useful, insightful, etc.). Or, if you disagree, 
respectfully share your alternative perspective. Just saying "I agree" or "Good idea" 
is not sufficient for the posts you would like graded. 
Posting Guidelines: Overall, postings must be submitted on at least two separate 
days of the week. It is strongly recommended you visit the discussion forum 
throughout the week to read and respond to your peers’ postings. You are 
encouraged to post more than the required number of replies. 
 
(Please review the Policies section of Blackboard for further details.)  
 

 
Week 1 

Readings • Middle Ages Summary (Textbook 1A, pp. 3-32) 
• Chaucer and Middle English (Textbook 1A, pp. 312-317) 
• Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales (Readings will be selected from 
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textbook 1A, pp. 318-440)  
Discussion • Initial post to each prompt due by midnight, CT on Wednesday 

• At least two replies to peers for each prompt due by midnight, CT 
on Sunday 

Assignment(s)       Middle Ages Assignment 
 
Choose one of the following options for this assignment (Your response 
should be approximately 500 words, regardless of which option you 
choose): 

1. Tale of two tales – Compare and contrast two tales of your 
choosing from the Canterbury Tales for elements of plot, 
character, and other devices of your choosing. 

2. Why isn’t laugh spelled laff? Investigate the history of the 
English language by researching the characteristics and 
differences between Old English and Middle English and the 
historical events which contributed to the changes. 

3. Women’s Day – Find a scholarly article on Chaucer’s 
treatment of women in his tales, summarize this opinion, and 
then appraise the tales for yourself as to his treatment of 
women. 

 
Please be sure to indicate which option you have chosen when 
submitting your assignment. 
 
Due: Sunday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 30 
 
 
   Visual Organizer (due in Week 8) 
 
Begin working on your Visual Organizer, adding Middle Ages 
information. The instructions for this assignment are provided in the 
Week 8 section of this syllabus and in the weekly lessons for both 
Week 1 and Week 8. You do not need to submit anything for this 
assignment until Week 8.  

 
Week 2 

Readings • Renaissance/Early Modern English Summary (Text 1B, 
pp.623-649) 

• Sonnets from Spenser (pp.676-679), Sidney (pp.680-697), 
Shakespeare (pp.1203-1214), and Donne (pp.1603-1607) – 
Read 5 sonnets of your choosing from each of the sections 
above (20 total)  

Discussion • Initial post to each prompt due by midnight, CT on Wednesday 
• At least two replies to peers for each prompt due by midnight, CT 

on Sunday 
Assignment(s)       Explication 

 
Choose one sonnet from the readings for Week 2 and explicate it. An 
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explication is a line-by-line analysis of a poem in which you do the 
following: 

• Note the various poetic devices the writer uses 
• Paraphrase the poem into modern English 
• Include insights into the poem appropriate to literary analysis, 

not personal response 
 
Additional guidelines and examples will be provided for you in the Week 
2 lesson. Your explication should be approximately 500 words. 
 
Due: Sunday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 50 
 
    
   Visual Organizer (due in Week 8) 
 
Add to your visual organizer for the Renaissance Era. 

 
Week 3 

Readings • Excerpts from Milton’s Paradise Lost (Read the introduction 
Text 1B, pp.1726-1727 and Books 1-4 pp.1727-1814)  

• Read Genesis Chapters 2 and 3 for the original version of the 
Adam and Eve story 

Discussion • Initial post to each prompt due by midnight, CT on Wednesday 
• At least two replies to peers for each prompt due by midnight, CT 

on Sunday 
Assignment(s)       Close Reading 

 
Choose a key passage from each of the four books you have read from 
Paradise Lost. Do a close reading of each of these passages 
(approximately 1000 words total). Your key passages can be a few lines 
or longer. They just need to represent each of the four books, and your 
close reading should be divided fairly equally among the four passages. 
Additional guidelines and an example of a close reading will be provided 
for you in the Week 3 lesson. 
 
Due: Sunday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 100 

 
Week 4 

Readings • Alexander Pope’s “The Rape of the Lock” (Text 1C, pp.2472-
2491) 

• “Essay on Man” (Text 1C, p.2509) 
• Mary Leapor’s “An Essay on Women” (Text 1C, pp.2528-

2530) 
• Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal” (Text 1C, pp.2430-2437) 

Discussion • Initial post to each prompt due by midnight, CT on Wednesday 
• At least two replies to peers for each prompt due by midnight, CT 
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on Sunday 
Assignment(s)       Essay on Pope 

 
Pope says that humans are “the glory, jest and riddle of the world” 
and that we are caught on an “isthmus,” a middle state between 
greatness and depravity. Citing our readings from Swift, Leapor, and 
Pope (you can omit “Rape of the Lock” if you wish), give evidence of 
this claim. Or if you prefer, refute it or modify it somewhat. Draw on 
these works rather than on personal experience for your support. 
References and citations should be provided in MLA format. Your 
essay should be approximately 500 words. 
 
Due: Sunday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 50 
 
 
    Visual Organizer (due in Week 8) 
 
Add to your visual organizer for the Enlightenment Era. 

 
Week 5 

Readings • Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, chapters 1-15 (this book is readily 
available at your local library or quite inexpensively on Amazon) 

Discussion • Initial post to each prompt due by midnight, CT on Wednesday 
• At least two replies to peers for each prompt due by midnight, CT 

on Sunday 
Assignment(s)       Shelley and Frame Story 

 
The use of frame story was discussed previously in the course in 
relation to Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. Evaluate the use of frame 
story in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. To what effect does she use it? 
How many frames are there, and who are the narrators? 

 
You can do this assignment in the form of notes instead of an essay. 
List each frame, the narrator of each, and your evaluation of Mary 
Shelley’s use of it. Is it adding to the tale, and if so, how? Or is it 
detracting, and of so, how? Your assignment should include 
approximately 250 words. 
 
Due: Sunday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 30 
 
 
    Visual Organizer (due in Week 8) 
 
Add to your visual organizer for the Romantic Era. 
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Week 6 
Readings • Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, chapters 16-end 
Discussion • Initial post to each prompt due by midnight, CT on Wednesday 

• At least two replies to peers for each prompt due by midnight, CT 
on Sunday 

Assignment(s)       Unreliable Narrator Essay 
 
Discuss the concept of an unreliable narrator. Why might an author 
use a narrator whom we, the readers, can’t really trust? What does 
that do to or for the story? To some extent, is any first-person narrator 
completely reliable? Which of Shelley’s narrators do you find most 
and least reliable and why? Your essay should be approximately 500 
words. 
 
Due: Sunday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 50 

 
Week 7 

Readings Read the following poems from www.portablepoetry.com  
• William Wordsworth “The world is too much with us” 
• Percy Bysshe Shelley “Ozymandias” 
• John Keats “On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer” 
• Robert Browning “My Last Duchess” 
• Alfred, Lord Tennyson “Ulysses” 

Discussion • Initial post to each prompt due by midnight, CT on Wednesday 
• At least two replies to peers for each prompt due by midnight, CT 

on Sunday 
Assignment(s)       Allusion in Poetry 

 
Analyze the poems you read in Week 7 for their use of allusion by 
listing the allusions made and explaining how they enhance the 
poems. Additional information about allusion will be provided for you 
in the Week 7 lesson. Your assignment should be approximately 500 
words. 
 
Due: Sunday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 50 
 
 
   Visual Organizer (due in Week 8) 
 
Add to your visual organizer for the Victorian Era. 

 
Week 8 

Readings • Harold Pinter’s The Homecoming (readily available at your 
local library, bookstore, or reasonably priced on Amazon) 

Discussion • Initial post to each prompt due by midnight, CT on Wednesday 
• At least two replies to peers for each prompt due by midnight, CT 
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on Saturday 
Assignment(s)       Essay on Pinter 

 
Choose one of the following options (for either option, your essay 
should be approximately 500 words): 

1. Pinter said that speech is a “constant stratagem to cover 
nakedness.” Using dialogue from The Homecoming, give 
evidence for or against his claim by discussing what is the 
nature of one or more characters’ nakedness and how their 
speech is attempting to cover it. 

2. Pinter’s drama is generally viewed as part of the theatre of the 
absurd and, more specifically, as the comedy of menace. 
Choose several qualities of the theatre of the absurd that you 
see in Pinter’s play. Provide evidence from the play to support 
your ideas. References and citations should be included in 
MLA format. 

 
Due: Saturday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 50 
 
 
     Visual Organizer  
 
Throughout this course, you will work on creating some type of visual 
organizer or chart to help you keep distinct the various eras of British 
literature. Suggested elements for your visual organizer are the 
following: name of era, dates of era, kind of English being spoken and 
used, major writers/works of literature, major thinkers, majors works of 
art/architecture/music, major historical events, and the zeitgeist of the 
era. 

 
You complete this assignment in the following steps: 

• Week 1: Set up your visual organizer and add information 
for the Middle Ages 

• Week 2: Add information from the Renaissance Era 
• Week 4: Add information from the Enlightenment Era 
• Week 5: Add information from the Romantic Era 
• Week 7: Add information from the Victorian Era 
• Week 8: Add information from 20th Century 

 
Due: Saturday at Midnight, CT 
Points Possible: 60 

* All online weeks run from Monday to Sunday, except the last week, which ends on Saturday. 
** All assignments are due at midnight Central Time.  (All submissions to the Blackboard system are 
date/time stamped in Central Time). 
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Assignments At-A-Glance 
Assignment/Activity Qty. Points Total Points 

Weeks 1-8: Discussion Forums - 20 160 
Week 1: Middle Ages Assignment 1 30 30 
Week 2: Explication 1 50 50 
Week 3: Close Reading 1 100 100 
Week 4: Essay on Pope 1 50 50 
Week 5: Shelley and Frame Story 1 30 30 
Week 6: Unreliable Narrator Essay 1 50 50 
Week 7: Allusion in Poetry 1 50 50 
Week 8: Essay on Pinter 1 50 50 
Week 8: Visual Organizer 1 60 60 
TOTAL POINTS   630 
*Please refer to the Policies menu for more information about our Course Discussions. 

Grading Scale 
Grade Percentage Points 

A 90 to 100% 567-630 
B 80 to 89% 504-566 
C 70 to 79% 441-503 
D 60 to 69% 378-440 
F < 60% < 378 

To access your scores, click on Grades in the Student Tools area in Blackboard. 

Important Policies 
All course-specific policies for this course are spelled out here in this syllabus.  
However, additional university policies are located in the Policies section of Blackboard.  
You are responsible for reading and understanding all of these policies.  All of them are 
important.  Failure to understand or abide by them could have negative consequences 
for your experience in this course. 
 
Ottawa Online Late Policy 
With instructor approval, assignments may be accepted for up to one week after the due 
date, but a minimum automatic deduction of 10% of the points will be assessed.  The 
instructor also has the option of increasing this deduction percentage up to a maximum 
of 20%. Extenuating circumstances may be determined on rare occasions and an 
extension allowed without a deduction, but only at the sole discretion of the instructor.  
  
Discussion board postings will not be accepted for credit when posted after the close of 
the discussion week. There are no exceptions to this rule; however, solely at the 
discretion of the instructor, the student may be allowed to submit an alternative 
assignment to make up for the points under extenuating circumstances. If granted, this 
should be an exception to the rule.  
  
No assignments will be accepted after the last day of the course (end of term) unless 
arrangements have been made and “approved” by the instructor at least one week in 
advance. 
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Saving Work 
It is highly recommended that you save all of your work from this course on your own 
computer or flash drive. The capstone course you take at the end of your program may 
require you to have access to this work for culminating assignments and/or reflections. 

Editorial Format for Written Papers 
All written assignments are to follow the MLA writing style guidelines for grammar, 
spelling, and punctuation.  This online course includes information regarding the MLA 
style under “Writing and Research Resources” in the Resource Room on the course 
menu in Blackboard. 
 
Academic Integrity 
Plagiarism and cheating will not be tolerated at any level on any assignment.  The 
reality of cyberspace has made academic dishonesty even more tempting for some, but 
be advised that technology can and will be used to help uncover those engaging in 
deception.  If you ever have a question about the legitimacy of a source or a procedure 
you are considering using, ask your instructor.  As the University Academic Council 
approved on May 29, 2003, “The penalty for plagiarism or any other form of academic 
dishonesty will be failure in the course in which the academic dishonesty occurred.  
Students who commit academic dishonesty can be dismissed from the university by the 
provost/director.”  
Please refer to Academic Honesty in the Policies section of the online course menu 
for important information about Ottawa University’s policies regarding plagiarism and 
cheating, including examples and explanations of these issues. 
 
Student Handbook 
Please refer to your student handbook for all university regulations. The Resource 
Room on the course menu in Blackboard contains information about where to find the 
student handbook online for your campus. 
 
Please see Policies in Blackboard for additional university policies. 

Blackboard Technical Support 
The Resource Room in Blackboard contains links to student tutorials for learning to use 
Blackboard as well as information about whom to contact for technical support. Ottawa 
University offers technical support from 8 a.m. to midnight Central Time for all students, 
staff, and faculty at no cost. See www.ottawa.edu/ouhelp for contact information. 
 
Ottawa University Mission Statement 
The mission of Ottawa University is to provide the highest quality liberal arts and 
professional education in a caring, Christ-centered community of grace which integrates 
faith, learning and life. The University serves students of traditional age, adult learners 
and organizations through undergraduate and graduate programs. 
 

 


